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With the rapid development of cloud computing, cloud service has become an indispensable component of
modern information systems where quality of service (QoS) has a direct impact on the system's performance
and stability. While scholars have concentrated their efforts on the monitoring and evaluation of QoS in cloud
computing, other service selection characteristics have been neglected, such as the scarcity of evaluation data
and various customer needs. In this paper, we present a ranking-oriented prediction method that will assist in
the process of discovering the cloud service candidates that have the highest customer satisfaction. This approach
encompasses two basic functions: ranking similarity estimation and cloud service ranking prediction that takes
into account customer's preference and expectation. The comparative experimental results show that the
proposed method outperforms other competing methods.
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1. Introduction

Cloud service is becoming popular. Several leading IT enterprises
including Google, IBM, Microsoft, and Amazon have started to offer
cloud services to their customers [1], and cloud service selection now
constitutes a major challenge attracting the research community to
work on and investigate [2]. In the currentmarket, multiple functionally
equivalent cloud services are often available for specific domains.
According to the customer type, cloud services have always been
divided into two categories: the enterprise cloud services for small
andmedium-sized enterprises (SMEs) and the cloud apps for individual
customers.

As far as enterprise cloud services (e.g. cloud storage service, data
service, onlinefile system, online backup plan), for example, the storage
services on the cloud service market are offered by over 100 service
vendors, which includes iCloud Storage Plan by Apple, EBS Storage
Service by Amazon, Azure Storage Service by Microsoft, and others.
Meanwhile, individual customers pay more attention to cloud apps
deployed on open cloud platform, for example, Tencent application
treasure supports more than one million apps as of April 2015, which

can be classified into 32 categories, including entertainment, music,
movie, news, healthcare, shopping, etc. There are more than one
thousand functionally equivalent cloud service candidates in the same
classification. Given the lack of cloud computing experience of non-
expert customers, it is tedious tomanually select an appropriate service
from plenty of functionally equivalent candidates.

In recent years, cloud service selection through quality analysis has
gained much attraction among service-oriented computing and cloud
computing communities over the past two decades. While many SMEs
employing enterprise cloud services to build their cloud-based service
systems, or individual customers using apps on mobile devices, both
of them are facing a challenge at the selection time: often several
services offered by different vendors providing similar functional
properties (i.e., “functionally equivalent”). However, customers lack ap-
propriate, qualified, sufficient information, and benchmarks to evaluate
cloud services with respect to individual preferences and market dy-
namics [3]. In order for organizations to reap the benefits of information
technology, they must understand customer behaviors [4], Therefore,
there is an increasing demand for distinguishing QoS, i.e., if and to
what extent the cloud service can meet the customer requirements.

Cloud service selection models have been extensively studied by
both academia and industry recently, due to their commercial value
and the associated research issues. Considering the intricate relations
among QoS attributes, customer preferences, and market dynamics
that jointly influence perceived quality of cloud services, designing a
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general and comprehensive analytical model is critical to service
selection [5,6]. While traditional models have successfully solved
many real-world problems, these models face a challenge in practice:
how to recommend an optimal ranking of service candidates consider-
ing both QoS constraints and customer preferences.

In this paper, we propose an innovative ranking prediction approach
for personalized cloud service selection. Instead of time-consuming and
costly service evaluation, our approach is built upon the collaborative fil-
tering technology and customer satisfaction estimation method. The re-
mainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews some
relevant literature. Section 3 discusses the process of cloud service selec-
tion based on ranking-oriented prediction. Section 4 presents the en-
hanced ranking similarity measure. Section 5 describes our service
ranking prediction method, followed by the comparative experiments
in Section 6. Section 7 discusses the contributions and limitations of
ourmethod. Section 8 concludeswithfinal remarks and future prospects.

2. Literature review

Plenty of cloud service selectionmodels are proposed by scholars, and
two types of service selection models are widely studied: evaluation-
focused and prediction-focused. By achieving market-relevant evalua-
tions, customers can identify the risks and benefits of each service candi-
date and choose the best for adoption. The most analyzed examples of
evaluation-focused models include: AHP-based cloud service ranking
model [7], QoS-aware service selection model [8], brokerage-based ser-
vice selection approach [9], trust and reputation models [10], service se-
lection probabilistic model [11], and sequential information considered
approach [12]. Although these models seek to provide an accurate and
exhaustive service measurement, their implementation involves a
time-consuming and costly service testing process.

Instead of real-world service invocations, the prediction-focused
models produce QoS values or service ranking by collaborative filtering
(CF) [13]. In a prediction process, similar neighbors (customers or
services) are identified to provide collaborative information. Popular
choices for similarity estimation include Pearson correlation coefficient
(PCC) [14] and vector similarity (VS) [15]. In some cases, these ratings-
oriented similarity measures do not work well since many customers
are reluctant or unable to present ratings. To address this problem,
Kendall rank correlation coefficient (KRCC) [16], Spearman rank corre-
lation coefficient [17], and AP correlation coefficient [18] are proposed
to calculate the similarity between two rankings of the same items.

In reality, under conditions of sparse rating data, rating-oriented ap-
proaches have difficulty guaranteeing accurate ranking prediction. Cloud
service selection is of necessity made without ample data due to its re-
cency. Moreover, customers usually prefer sorting to rating because of
the diversity and specificity of individual rating preference. To solve
these problems, many ranking-oriented approaches have been intro-
duced. In Ref. [19], the authors propose a novel ranking-oriented ap-
proach called RPU (ranking with prediction uncertainty), which
utilizes posterior rating distribution and confidence level of prediction
as two key factors for prediction uncertainty. Liu et al. [20] applied
KRCC to measure the similarity of different rankings, and also offered a
greedy order algorithm and a random walk model for producing an op-
timal ranking solution. Zheng et al. [21] presented two ranking-oriented
CF approaches to enhance the performance of service ranking prediction.

It is worth noting that the customer's attitude and expectation
towards service quality has not been considered in these models.
Thus, we will here combine ranking-oriented prediction approach and
with a customer satisfaction estimation approach to develop a novel
personalized cloud service selection model.

3. Cloud service ranking prediction and selection

As there has been an exponential growth of cloud services released
on the Internet, service selection techniques like QoS-aware CF

approaches have become more and more important and popular
[22–24]. An increasing number of SMEs prefer to deploy their services
on an open cloud platform, which not only strengthens the normaliza-
tion but also reduces the cost. For individual customers, various applica-
tions on standard cloud platforms provide convenience for their lives. In
this paper, instead of a ratings-oriented approach, we focus on
deploying the cloud service ranking prediction method (named as
CSRP), which covers the similar neighbor identification, the attribute
utility derivation, the customer satisfaction estimation, and the ranking
prediction.

Actually, without sufficient assessment QoS data, accurate cloud ser-
vice selection cannot be obtained for both SMEs and individual cus-
tomers. To attack this challenge, our proposed CSRP method seeks to
predict the optimal service candidates ranking by integrating the
ranking-oriented prediction and customer satisfaction estimation tech-
nologies. In general, employing CSPR in cloud service selection is broken
into a set of individual tasks. As shown in Fig. 1, our proposed CSRP
method can be expressed in the following two steps:

Step 1 When the raw data (i.e. QoS dataset relating to service
candidates) is obtained, the KRCC similarity calculation of ser-
vice candidates and the significance analyzation of neighbors'
ranking need to be conducted to generate the total similarity
of service ranking.

Step 2 Once the new ranking similarity is generated, the top-k similar
candidates' service ranking can be selected. In addition, the cus-
tomer satisfaction of the cloud services are discovered and thus
the optimal service ranking considering customer perception
will be produced by resolving the ranking prediction optimization
problem.

It is worth noting that the customer satisfaction that operates on his/
her attitude and expectation towards service quality is integrated in

k
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Fig. 1. The process of cloud service selection based on ranking prediction.
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